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Divination Destination

Over the last few months we have heard the same question, time and time again, from
many customers & clients. “Do you have Oracle Cards?” Last month we would have shaken
our heads “no” and oﬀered our apologies. This month the answer is yes! Yes, we now have
Oracle Card Decks in several styles, two of which include guidebooks. Sandra & Luz Elena
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have selected their favorite decks to carry at the Gallery. At the moment we have limited
quantities of each style available with plans to order more.

Classic Birthstones for March: Aquamarine & Bloodstone
So, what are Oracle Card decks and what makes them so popular? Simply put, Oracle
Cards are a form of divination, the ancient practice of using spiritual means to search for
knowledge of the SELF (the soul). Easier to read & understand than Tarot cards, they are
very accessible to those of us who are beginning our spiritual journeys. They are tools for
focusing our intuition and receiving spiritual guidance in the form of insight.

Crystal of The Month: Malachite
A copper based mineral, Malachite
forms in beautiful & stunning concentric
deposits. To the left you can see our new
Malachite spheres, eggs, and towers
from the Congo. We also carry Malachite
in free forms and hearts. Malachite has
an extraordinary healing energy. It can
help restore deep & full breathing, assist
all digestive functions, absorb pain, and
clear psycho-emotional causes of
illness. It is a stone of abundance &
prosperity that can help us recognize
and use our personal power. Like black
tourmaline it also has a protective eﬀect
against EMF & is a good stone to have
for protection while traveling.

Arriving Later this Month from Madagascar:
Dragon Septarians, Rose Quartz Hearts, Labradorite Pebbles, Celestite, Rhodonite, Gabro
Indigo Pebbles, Peach Moonstone, Jasper, Petrified Wood, Yellow Hematite, & More!
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